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Calvinism in a NUT Shell 
 

By: David A. Sargent 

 

 

In the Bible the will is SO free the words at STUCK TOGETHER! FREEWILL. You will 

NOT find the words free will because that represents a separate freedom of the will: 

however FREEWILL shows the will to be absolutely FREE from the Calvinistic fatalist 

mentality of pagan pentagram points so typical of the elitist philosophy perpetrated by the 

murderous villainous Jean Chauvin AKA John Calvin who STOLE the words from 

AUGUSTINE a ROMAN CAT-HOLIC. It should not be called Calvinism, but 

Chauvinism! It is a tyrannical paganistic philosophy originated by Augustine to infiltrate 

the ranks of the protestant reformation but not to bring them back to Rome perse; but to 

bring ROME into them! 

 

Calvin was an Infant Water Baptizer: WHY? Supposedly he did not believe water saved; 

so why baptize infants? He also called water baptism a sacrament: WHY? If water 

doesn’t have any saving grace in it! These two things are inconstant with his supposed 

belief that only Jesus Saves and water does nothing for your salvation. SO, what will you 

believe about HIM. Two things point to him believing water saves even though he SAID 

he didn’t. Yet in his WORKS he denies what he SAYS! That would make him a 

hypocrite, a liar, and an undercover ROMAN PAPIST! 

 

Calvin also taught that the Lord’s Supper was a sacrament! WHY? If it has NO saving 

grace then it as is water baptism just an ordinance. The word sacrament means SACRED 

of or maintaining in full or part some form of grace needed for entrance into heaven. IF 

this be the case: this would make him a hypocrite, a liar, and an undercover ROMAN 

PAPIST! 

 

That’s 2 strikes! Want to go for 3? 

 

Calvin accused Servitus of being heretic in a time when this accusation would 

undoubtedly lead to bring burned at the stake. Calvin KNEW this and proceeded in 

bringing Servitus up on charges. Calvin was also taught that the state and church are 

inseparable; and that heretics should be killed. BOTH practices are not only unbiblical; 

they are both tyrannical, diabolical and both line up with ROMANISM! This is not only a 

strike 3; but a foul ball on the part of Calvinism and the person himself. WHY? Because 

all this adds up to ONE conclusion: John Calvin AKA Jean Chauvin was a hypocrite 

from crown to soul, a liar from head to toe, and an undercover ROMAN PAPIST through 

and through! 
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Of the doctrines he STOLE from Augustine:  

1. Total Depravity: these two words together constitute an oxymoron. As if 

depravity is not enough!  

2. Unconditional Election: these two words together constitute an oxymoron. All 

elections are conditional: I’m sure YOU voted too.  

3. Limited Atonement: these two words together constitute an oxymoron. The 

Atonement could never have been limited because the atonement paid for more 

than sin, it paid for sin, sins, and the sinner. It also covered the curse on the 

EARTH, and BY it God reconciled ALL THINGS in HEAVEN and in EARTH to 

himself. NOT just people; but things TOO.  

4. Irresistible Grace: these two words together constitute an oxymoron. If grace is 

FORCED being irresistible HOW then is it grace? Only a TYRANT would 

ENFORCED by fear of bring MURDERED this HATEFUL doctrine. 

5. Perseverance of the Saints: these two words together constitute an oxymoron. 

HOW can the Saint be responsible for HIS own preservation by persevering if this 

is NOT how he GOT saved in the first place? We are saved THROUGH faith and 

we are to walk IN FAITH. GOD is the one that preserves us by sealing us with 

that Holy Spirit of promise.  

 

What you have in a NUT shell is the diabolical abstract philosophical nuances of the 

ELITIST mentality of a paganistic Roman Papist BENT on making YOU fail in your 

Christianity. By mixing these damnable doctrines of devils with your theology that you 

learn JUST from reading your Bible and TRUSTING God to give you LIGHT instead of 

the BLACK light of Calvinism. 

 

 

 

 


